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I. I NTRODUCTION

WHEN walking with a state-of-the-art prosthesis trans-
femoral amputees consume much more energy than

non-amputees, despite their decreased gait velocity. Thisgets
even worse if the amputation is caused by a vascular disease.
Because the remaining leg is also affected by the disease, it
has a hard time bearing the increased load. An actuated ortho-
prosthesis can help the transfemoral dysvascular amputee by
restoring the ankle and knee function of the amputated leg and
by providing assistance to the remaining leg. The conceptual
design of the orthosis part of the device is dicussed here.

II. ORTHOSIS DESIGN

The orthosis will assist flexion and extension of the joints
during level walking by delivering about 50% of the biological
joint torque for an average 75kg person. Based on Winter’s
gait data [1], the design was optimized to meet these demands
in an energy efficient way. While power is generated at the
hip and ankle during walking, it is mostly absorbed by the
knee. A certain level of energy efficiency can thus be attained
by transferring energy from the knee to the other joints. The
device will do so by connecting the knee joint to the ankle
by means of a spring. Energy can now be transferred between
both via the spring. Note that this system can only deliver a
torque which is proportional to the joint angle. By adding a
motor at the ankle, which is connected to the spring, one can
change the lever arm length thus changing the torque appliedto
the joint. Correct motor control is necessary to ensure thatthe
applied torque is equal to the required one. This configuration
is called the bi-articular MACCEPA (Figure 1) and is based
on the MACCEPA actuator [2]. An identical mechanism is
placed between hip and knee, with the motor mounted at the
hip. Additionally the gait data shows several regions were joint
flexion is proportional to the required torque. This allows for
the use of parallel springs for storage and release of elastic
energy. Part of the torque requirements are thus met by means
of passive elements allowing for a reduction in motor size and
a further increase in energy efficiency. The parallel springat
the knee is engaged only during stance, which is accomplished
by means of a ratchet locking mechanism. All mechanical
parameters such as spring constants and lever lengths are
determined by means of a MATLAB optimization.

Walking is in fact a three-dimensional motion. The sec-
ondary (i.e. non-flexion/extension) degrees of freedom (DOF)

Figure 1. Bi-articular MACCEPA (ankle motor is not shown)

are especially important for reducing the human energy expen-
diture (hip abduction/adduction and internal/external rotation)
and keeping balance while walking (ankle inversion/eversion)
[3]. For this reason the three aforementioned DOF are im-
plemented in the orthosis as well. All of them are left free,
except for hip abduction/adduction, where a parallel spring is
designed to deliver 50% of the required abductor torque. This
leaves us with a six DOF orthosis to maximize wearability,
comfort and safety.

III. R ESULTS

Simulations have shown that this system can transfer 19%
of the absorbed energy at the knee to the energy-demanding
ankle and hip joints. It succeeds reasonably well in delivering
the required torques, with a limited power consumption of 36J
per step. All this is achieved with only a 40W motor at the
ankle and a 15W motor at the hip. The power supply is ensured
by means of a 2,015kg lithium-ion polymer battery pack which
is designed to allow five hours of continuous operation.
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